We investigate the phase structure of a charged AdS dilaton black hole in the extended phase space which takes the cosmological constant, i.e. the AdS-Λ parameter as pressures. Through both thermal ensemble and quasinormal mode analysis, we find that stable phase of the black hole with non-trivial dilaton profiles always exists for both large and small couplings when the AdS-Λ is considered dynamical degrees of freedom. This forms a somewhat contrast with previous works which does not do so. Our results provide new examples for the parallelism or equivalences between thermal ensemble methods and dynamic perturbation analysis for black hole phase structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Anti de-Sitter space/conformal field theory correspondence [1] , i.e. AdS/CFT, is a powerful method to unify quantum fields and gravitations. This correspondence suggests that physics of the gauge field defined on the AdS-boundary can be derived from gravitations in the bulk space and vice versa. Studies on thermodynamics of the AdS black hole are of great interests due to their relevance to thermal field theories defined on the boundary spacetime [2] . Phase transitions always occur in ordinary thermodynamic systems, so we naturally expect that such phenomenas also appear in black holes according to the AdS/CFT correspondence. This was firstly discussed by Hawking and Page in [3] , where a thermal gas/large AdS black hole phase transition was discovered in simple Einstein gravitations with AdS asymptotics. After that work, similar phase transitions were explored in more gravitation theories with AdS asymptotics [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Dilaton gravitation theories follow from the low-energy limit of string theory [8] . But in these low energy theories, properties of the black hole change drastically due to the dilaton field. Ref. [9] gives asymptotically flat dilaton black hole solutions in which the dilaton field is coupled to the Maxwell field in an exponential way. Inspired by AdS/CFT, asymptotically AdS dilaton black holes attract more interests in recent works. Besides the pure cosmological constant potential, Liouville-type dilaton potential also enters sights of the researchers . This potential arises from the supersymmetry breaking of a higher-dimensional supergravity model with cosmological constant [10] [11] [12] . It is proved that in one and two Liouville type potential models [12, 13] , neither asymptotically flat nor asymptotical AdS black hole solution is allowed. However, in three potential case, static and charged asymptotically AdS black hole/brane solutions are constructed in [14] [15] [16] , with some phenomenological * Electronic address: lac@emails.bjut.edu.cn † Electronic address: hq-shi@emails.bjut.edu.cn ‡ Electronic address: dfzeng@bjut.edu.cn applications discussed in [17] and [18] . Ref. [19] analyses thermodynamic stability and phase structures of such black holes through examinations of the second order thermal quantity (∂ 2 M/∂S 2 ) Q and shows that in small dilaton coupling case, the system allows no HawkingPage transition; while in the large α case, some phases of the system are unstable. Ref. [20] explores phase transitions in this system by the method of thermodynamic geometries. In this method, divergences of the Ricci scalar coincide with the phase transition points of heat capacities. According to [20] , the charged AdS dilaton black holes of [14] enjoy many phase transitions, among which one occurs between two stable black holes.
Comparing with ordinary thermodynamic systems, the black hole system contains no obvious notion of pressures. However, in ref. [21] [22] , new perspectives are proposed that pressures can be identified with the negative cosmological constant P = −Λ/8π = (d − 1)(d − 2)/(16πL 2 ) with the conjugate volume defined as V = ( ∂M ∂P ) Q,S , and the black hole mass interpreted as enthalpies of the system. In this extended phase space, many new phenomena [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] related with the AdS charged black holes are explored, e.g. the small/large hole transition is investigated and interpreted as the van der Waals liquid/gas transition in ordinary thermal systems; other transitions like the solid/liquid/gas ones were also found in Kerr-AdS black holes [31] ; while the multiply reentrant phase transition and triple points are observed in the charged and rotating Born-Infeld black hole systems [32] . To treat the cosmological constant as an independent thermodynamic variable has two reasons. Firstly, just as pointed out by [21, 22] and verified in [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , such a doing uncovers us many new interesting feature of black holes being considered. The second is, the cosmological constant in the real universe is nonzero, although positively valued and many orders of magnitude smaller than expectations. Considering our poor understandings on its origin, assuming independence thermodynamically in general gauge/gravity duality studies is a wisdom and may shed light on this question's resolving.
Our purpose in this paper is to investigate the phase structure and stability issues involved in the charged dilaton black hole of [15, 16] in the extended phase space formulation. According to ref. [19, 20] the charged dilaton black hole has rich structure of phases, even when the pressure effects are not considered. We expect that more interesting phase transitions will occur in this system when pressures are considered, just as pointed previously. One statement of ref. [19] is that, the charged dilaton black holes are thermodynamically unstable in the large coupling constant case. It is very natural to ask if such instabilities would still be the case when the cosmological constant is considered a dynamic degree of freedom. We will try to understand this question from both thermo-ensemble and dynamical perturbation analysis. While previous works [19, 20, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] are mainly from thermo-ensemble aspects. Our dynamic consideration borrow ideas from ref. [40] [41] [42] , which calculated the quasinormal modes (QNMs hereafter) in the AdS-or asymptotically AdS-RN black holes and uncover interesting links between the thermal phase and quasinormal frequencies (QNFs hereafter). We will see that in the charged AdS dilaton black holes, similar link or parallelisms will also appear, of course somewhat modulated by the dilaton coupling constant.
Our work is structured as follows. This section is the background and motivation introduction. The next section will briefly review the (n+1)-dimensional asymptotically AdS black hole solution of Einstein-Maxwelldilaton theory with Liouville-type potentials. Section III gives definition for all relevant thermodynamic quantities in latter discussions. The generalized first law of black hole thermodynamics in the extend phase space is also checked in this section. The phase structure and the thermal stability issue of the system will be investigated in section IV. Section V will be devoted to the QNMs' calculation and possible parallelism/equivalence analysis between the thermal ensemble method and dynamic consideration. The last section is our conclusion and discussions.
II. CHARGED DILATON BLACK HOLES IN ADS SPACE
This section is a review on the asymptotically AdS black hole solution in dilaton gravitation theory and related thermodynamic definition. We begin with the action of (n+1)-dimensional (n ≥ 3) Einstein-Maxwelldilaton gravity
where R and Φ are the usual Ricci scalar and dilaton field respectively, the latter has self-interaction V (Φ) and nonminimally couples to the electromagnetic field of kinetic energies F 2 . The quantity α measures the strength of this coupling. Equation of motions following from this action have the form
By adjusting the form of V (Φ) appropriately, reference [15, 16] obtains asymptotically AdS black hole solutions of the system analytically,
where dΩ 2 k,n−1 is the line element of (n-1)-dimensional hyper surface of constant curvature (n-1)(n-2)k with k = ±1, 0 corresponding to spheric, hyperbolic and plane topology respectively. In the case of only static electric fields occcur in the system, the only nonzero components of F µν could be obtained from the maxwell equation (4)
according to the Gauss theorem, the total electric charge of the black hole reads
where Ω n−1 is the volume of (n-1)-dimensional unit sphere. With the electrostatic field (7) and metric ansatz (6) substituted into equation (2), reference [15, 16] obtains
Here b and c are integration constants with dimension length, they are related with the charge parameter q through
Reference [19] shows that for this black hole solution, the Kretschmann scalar R µναβ R µναβ and the Ricci scalar R both diverge at ρ = b, thus ρ = b is the location of curvature singularity. On the other hand, it can be easily verified that as ρ → ∞, N 2 (ρ) → 1, R 2 (ρ) → 1 and
As results, the geometry is asymptotically approximateAdS in dimensions 3+1 and 4+1, while asymptotically exact AdS in dimenstions n+ 1 6. Finally we note that when α = γ = 0 both the dilaton field and it's potential will vanish identically and action (1) will reduce to the usual Einstein-Maxwell ones, the corresponding dilaton black holes also naturally simplifies to the usual RiessnerNordström-AdS black holes. Just as will be shown in the following, radial positions of the black hole horizon defined by f (ρ + ) = 0 is important for our discussion. However, due to the complicated form of f (ρ), we cannot find explicit expressions for ρ + through this definition. Alternatively, we choose to use this definition to express parameters c in it in terms of ρ + .
So, in our discussions, the free parameters are chosen as b, Λ, ρ + , γ and n.
III. THERMODYNAMIC DEFINITIONS IN THE EXTENDED PHASE SPACE
The black hole mass M is conserver charges associated with time translation symmetries, it can be obtained by the ADM decomposition of metrics on the spacetime boundary. For dilaton black holes of (6)- (13), ref. [19, 43, 44] tells us,
In the extended phase space thermodynamic, M has the physical meaning of chemical enthalpy, which is the total energy of a system including both internal energies E and the P -v term, the latter is used to subtract the infinite term caused by the space-integration of cosmological constant [21, 27] . The Hawking temperature can be calculated as
with the definition that f (ρ + ) = 0, the above formula can be further translated into
The entropy of the system, according area laws, is just one quarter of the event horizon area [19] 
While the electric charge and chemical potentials can be written respectively as
The last pair of general coordinates for thermodynamic discussions is the pressure and volumes,
with eqs. (17) and (23), we can express V in terms of b, ρ, α et al as follows
In the case of n = 3, α = 0, this reduces to the volume of 4-dimensional RN-AdS black holes naturally. With thermodynamic quantities presented above, we check that in the extended phase space method, the first law of black hole thermodynamics is indeed properly holden. In fact, by the link rule of differentiations [Note the extra minus sign on the right hand most expression, which is caused by the implicit function derivative
and some tedious but straightforward calculation with (17), (19), (20), we can easily prove that
Thus, these thermodynamics quantities indeed satisfy the first law of black hole thermodynamics in the extended phase space method
According to eqs. (19) and (23), the system's equation of state can be written as
with parameters b, ρ + and α et al related with the specific volume of the system as follows
As in the usual thermodynamic theories, for the charged dilaton black holes, the Gibbs free energy and specific heat of the system are defined as follows
In canonical ensembles, we will fix the T , Q parameter when exploring physics in the P -v and G − P plane; we will fix the P , Q parameter when exploring the C p -T physics. The P -v relation in canonical ensembles is derived from eqs. (19) , (21), (23) and (29), which will be denoted as
Fixing the value of Q = Q 0 allows us to express P as follows
Substituting this expression into (32) with fixed T = T 0 will yield us
Finally, substituting eq.(36) back into (35) and into (34), we will get equation of states with fixed temperature and electric charges
Similiarly, the C p -T relation in canonical ensembles is also obtained from eqs. (30), (21), (23) and (19) with fixed pressures P = P 0
Fixing electric charges Q = Q 0 in (39) and solve out from it ρ + , we will have
Substituting this result back into eqs (40) and (41), we will get the equation of state with fixed pressure and electric charges as follows
Due to the complicated form of formulas involved in these thermodynamical quantities, we will not (sometimes cannot) write out the concrete form of (37) and (43) here. However, they indeed play key roles in our numeric explorations in the following section.
IV. PHASE STRUCTURE AND THERMODYNAMICAL ANALYSIS
From actions (1), we easily see that different α corresponds to different gravitation theories. For example, α = 0 corresponds to the usual Einstein-Maxwell theory; α = 1 corresponds to the Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theory that follow from low energy limit string theories in the Einstein frame. From the viewpoint of AdS/CFT correspondence, different α will correspond to different thermodynamic systems. For this reason, we naturally expect that different phase structure or transition patterns for different α's will occur in the extended phase space thermodynamics. From another point of view, the value of α characterizes the strength of string corrections in the full theory. By comparing phenomenas in the nonzero-α theories with those in the α = 0 one, we have chances to see string effects of the theory relative the simple Einstein-Maxwell gravitations intuitively.
In the small α limit, the action of the system reduces to
the charged dilaton black hole will reduce to the AdS-RN one correspondingly. Reference [22] shows that the van der Waals like critical phenomenon exists in the RN-AdS black holes. So we naturally expect similar phenomena will occur in the charged dilaton black holes, especially for small α cases. To see these phenomena, we plot the Pv and G-P curves in the canonical ensemble at different temperatures with varying temperature for small α and a fixed Q in FIG.1-3 respectively. From FIG.1, we easily see that the charged dilaton black hole has unique phase in temperatures above some critical one. While in temperatures lower than that critical value, three phases are possible, that is, large black hole (LBH hereafter), small black hole(SBH), and the middle black hole (MBH) phases. From FIG.2 , we see that both the LBH and SBH phases have positive specific heat, so both of them are thermodynamically stable. As comparisons, the MBH phase is unstable. From FIG.3 , we see that a first-order phase transition could occur as one varies pressures of the system at temperature lower than the critical value. This is a transition between the SBH and LBH phase and has the same feature as those occur in the Van der Waals liquid-gas system. Although in FIGs.1-3 , what we display are only for parameters with α = 0.01, we note that similar phenomenas always occur as α < 1. This implies that the stringy or dilaton corrections to the Einstein gravity is not so remarkable when the coupling constant α is less than 1, from thermodynamic viewpoints. As the value of α goes larger than 1, new phenomenas beyond the Van der Waals liquid-gas like transition occur. They are displayed in Fig.4-5 , where α = 2 is chosen as representations. Comparing with those revealed in  FIG.1 , a significant new point for the α = 2 case is that there exists a 0-th order phase transition in the P -v diagram. As displayed in FIG.4 , for temperature T > T c1 , as the pressure increases and exceeds an upper bound P 1 , the charged dilaton black hole disappears as an allowed solution to the action system. This is the 0-th order phase transition on pressure p 1 . While as T < T c1 , a new type of P -v matter state, the blue line in the figure, occurs. This state is featured by the lack of higher-pressure region. In gravitation side, only two kinds of black holes, small (unstable) and large (stable), dual to this matter state exist. Recall that in the Van de Waals like liquidgas state, three kinds of dual black holes are there. FIG.5 displays the Gibbs free energy of these black holes correspondingly. From the figure we easily see that in the new P -v state, the LBH phase has more lower free energy is thus thermal-dynamically favored. On the other hand, by comparing thermal quantities in α = 2 black holes with those in α ≈ 0 ones, we see that it is the string or dilaton correction effects that brings the system this 0-th order phase transition and makes the phase structure of the system richer and complicated. As α goes further large and beyonds some critical value α 1 , the van der Waals like phase structure begins to shrink from the P -v diagram and disappears completely at another critical α 2 . Between α 1 and α 2 the P -v diagram behaves like that in FIG.4 FIG.6-7 displays the P -v and C p -T diagram of the system for α = 8, which is obviously larger than α 2 . The variation trends of these diagram will not change qualitatively any more as we increase the value of α further. From FIG.7 we easily see that the LBH phase has positive specific heats, while the SBH phase, negative ones. So the former is thermodynamically favored in canonical ensembles. More importantly, such stable phases continue to exist regardless how large α is. So, during the process of Van der waals like liquid-gas phase structures' disappearing from FIG.4 , it is the SBH phase that disappears little by little when α goes larger than α 1 . The LBH phase continues to exist and to be stable in the new P-v state of Fig.6 .
Ref. [19] analyzed the thermal stability of these black holes with the cosmological constant being fixed as a constant, whose results indicate that there exists a maximum value α max for which the black hole solutions are thermadynamically unstable when α > α max . However, our studies here, especially the C p -T diagrams indicate that, for large α's, when the cosmological constant are considered dynamical degrees of freedom (namely pressures), stable phase is allowed in the appropriate region of parameters. Ref. [19] uses (∂ 2 M/∂S 2 ) Q as the criteria for thermodynamical stabilities, while we use the heat capacity C p . Both this two quantities have the same functionality in analyzing thermodynamical stabilities. But ref. [19] does not fix the value of Q in their (21), we know that Q = Q(b, ρ + , α, Λ). In this case, the value of Q will change with α. However, in our cases, we fix pressures P and electric charges Q according to eq. (43) and show that stable phases (positive specific heat) are indeed possible when we change the value of pressures. 
V. QNMS OR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
In previous two sections, we explored variations of the phase structure of dilaton black holes as the coupling constant α varies. The results indicate that the Van der Waals like liquid-gas phase structure disappears from the system little by little when α exceeds a critical value, which we have denoted by α 1 . In gravitational pictures, it is the SBH phase that begins to disappear when α goes larger than α 1 , while the LBH phase continues to be stable no matter how large α grows into. According to the general idea of thermodynamic / blackhole corresbondence, we expect that such variation trends should also be embodied in the change of QNFs either, refs [40] [41] [42] . For example, ref. [40] uncovers that, differences between thermal-features of LBH and SBH phases have counter parts in QNFs. Just as we will show in the following, this fact can also be reproduced in the dialton black holes with some modulations by α.
To see these parallelism or correspondence manifestly, we need to perturb the dilaton field Φ and calculate the QNFs numerically. Our calculation method is mainly the serial expansion of ref. [45] . However, it should be pointed out that the key features of this quasinormal modes in AdS black hole backgrounds is studied in the more earlier work [46, 47] . For convenience, we rewrite the metric (6) as follows
Equations of motion for the dilaton fields' perturbation in this background has the form,
where Φ 0 (ρ) and F tρ (ρ) are the classical solution of (13) and (7) respectively, and V ′′ (Φ 0 ) is the second or derivative of (5) respect to Φ. We use symbols δφ to denote perturbations of Φ around the classical profile and write its general form as follows
where ρ * is defined as
. This ansatz for δφ has made the infalling condition of QNMs considered in the factor e iω(t+ρ * ) as long as ψ(ρ) takes finite values on the horizon surface. Substituting (48) into (47), we will get radial equations for ψ(ρ)
The standard definition of QNMs requires that the perturbation vanish at infinity as well as purely infalling in the near horizon region. For numeric conveniences, we change ρ into x = ρ+ ρ and translate the integration region ρ + < ρ < ∞ into 0 < x < 1. By the x-coordinate, eq. (49) could be written as
with coefficient functions s(x), t(x) and u(x) defined correspondingly. The stratage of numeric QNMs is that, expand both the coefficient functions the goal function into serial form in the near horizon region {s, t, u, ψ} = ∞ n=0 {s n , t n , u n , a n }(x − 1) n (52) and assume that as long as higher enough order of expansions are taken, the value of goal function ψ(x) following from the series would also be valid on the boundary surface thus satisfying conditions ψ(0) = a n (−1) n = 0. So the key task of finding QNMs is to substitute serial functions (52) into (51) and calculate the ω-dependent coefficients {a ω n } to high enough order and zero points of their alternative summation a ω n (−1) n . Using eqs.(52) and (51), it can be easily verified that
The leading coefficient a 0 is undetermined. But it does not affect the quasinormal frequencies ω due to linearities of the perturbation equation (51). With these preparations, we routinely calculate the QNFs numerically with fixed dilaton coupling α and the relevant thermodynamical quantaties P, ρ + (b, T, Q, α), b(P, T, Q, α).
In table.I we list frequencies of the first 1 order QNMs of dilaton perturbations in the LBH phase corresponding to isothermal lines in Fig.9 with T=0.05, Q=2.5.and α = 0.001, 0.5, 1, 1.33, 2 respectively. It's easy to note that due to the negativeness of the quasinormal frequencies' imaginary part, referring FIG.10 and 11 , such dilaton black holes are dynamically stable in the parameter 1 If we take 2nd or 3rd order QNMs, the results are similar. Table. I with P = 0.0015, P = 0.002, P = 0.0025 respectively. region of LBH phases, see ref. [48, 49] and related works. We also note that for LBH phases with equal αs, as the horizon radius decreases or as the pressure increases along the isothermal line, both the real and absolute of the imaginary parts of the frequencies increase, referring  FIG.10 In Comparing Fig.10 and 12 , we observe that similar phenomena occurs to the dilaton black hole as well simple ones of ref. [40] . That is, as two thermodynamically stable phase in the Van der Waals like system, SBH and LBH phase indeed have different evolving trends in their QNFs as one goes along the isothermal line towards pressure increasing direction. In the LBH phase, the QNFs decrease as the pressure increases. While in the SBH phase, the trends just reverses. Of course, the quantitative trends in the dilaton black holes are α dependent.
In the previous section, we observed that the LBH and SBH phase has different evolving trends as α becomes large. That is, the LBH continues to exist and be stable, but the SBH experience a process of disappearing from the system. From FIG.11 and 13 , we see that this phenomena also has counter parts in the QNFs. That is, in the LBH phase, the QNF is almost α-independent while in the SBH phase, the case becomes remarkably different. We tracked in the left part of FIG.14 evolutions of the real part of 1st, 2nd and 3rd order QNFs in the SBH phase as α varies, from which we see that as α goes to some upper limit α c , the real part of these QNFs all flows to zero uniformly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We investigate in this work phase structures of a charged AdS dilaton black hole constructed in [14] [15] [16] from both thermal ensemble and dynamical aspects and get results consistent to each other. In thermal ensemble sides, we treat the cosmological constant as independent dynamic variables and derive out it's conjugate partner -thermal volumes and check the generalized first law of black hole thermodynamics in the extended phase space. The dilaton coupling α measures the strength of string corrections to the Einstein-Maxwell gravitations. To see this correction effects, we compare the P -v, G-P and C p -T lines for some typical values α = 0 (corrected gravitation theories) with those of α = 0 (Einstein-Maxwell gravity, van der Waals like phase structure) in canonical thermal ensembles. In small α cases, phase structures in the dilaton theory are smoothly joined with those of Einstein-Maxwell theory, comparing FIG.1, 2, 3 with the relevant figures from [22] and ref. [29] . However, as α increases, new phase structures appear in the P -v plane ,  FIG.4 , which is characterized by the lacking of middle sized black hole configuration. As α increases further, the Van der Waals like phase structure featured by 3-size BH's existence disappears, only the new phase structure featured by the 2-size BHs' existence is left, FIG.6 and   7 . Basing on these results, we conclude that the dilaton or string effect on the phase structure of BHs in the corresponding gravitation theory is remarkable.
In dynamic considerations, we perturb the dilaton field Φ and study their QNMs on series of BHs along the isothermal line with varyious dilaton couplings α. Fixing α, we compare evolving trends of SBH and LBH's QNFs, and see totally different features between the two, Fig.10 and Fig.12 . This tells us that, as two thermodynamic phase, they also display different features under dynamic perturbations. This is consistent with results reported in the literature [40] . But in our cases, modulated by the dilaton coupling constant α. Furthermore, we observe new parallelism between the feature of QNMs and thermal phases, FIG.14. In thermal ensemble sides, as α increases, the SBHs' Van der Waals like isothermal line experience a process of losing the higher pressure part, while the LBHs do not. In dynamic considerations, the "laziness" of LBHs manifests as the almost α−independence of QNFs, Fig.11 . While the SBHs' QNF manifests very sensitive dependence on α, Fig.13 . This parallelism between thermal phase structure and dynamic features of the spacetime geometry can be seen as new words of the more basic principle of thermodynamic/blackholes or Gauge/Gravity duality.
There is statements in the literature that the charged dilaton black hole is thermodynamically unstable in the large α case basing on analysis of the ∂ 2 M/∂S 2 versus α relation with fixed value of cosmological constant. However, our studies basing on both thermal ensemble and dynamic perturbation analysis indicate that, when the cosmological constant are treated as independent thermodynamic variables, this instability will disappear in appropriate parameter ranges. Supports from the former can be seen from the positiveness of capacities of FIG.8, while supports from the latter can be seen from the negativeness of the QNFs in various perturbations in  FIG.10,11 ,12,13.
As discussions, we point out here that the following extensions are still worthwhile to explore. The first is, thermodynamics of other charged AdS dilaton black holes in the extend phase space methods and whether or not our results depend on the model of gravitation theories sensitively. The second is, dynamical analysis of more general perturbation on both the dilaton and metric fields. Such analysis may reveal more comprehensively stability issues of these charged dilaton black holes. Finally, to find whether or not true thermal systems dual to these charged dilaton black holes exist in nature is also a valuable question.
